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20152015  & Beyond& Beyond  

•• What I faced:What I faced:  

•• The NewsThe News  

•• The ConfusionThe Confusion  

•• The UncertaintyThe Uncertainty  

•• The TreatmentsThe Treatments  

•• The OddsThe Odds  

•• The Fears The Fears   

  



The Hard TruthsThe Hard Truths  

•• Lung Cancer:Lung Cancer:  

•• Is the leading cancer killer in both men and women;Is the leading cancer killer in both men and women;  

•• Kills almost twice as many women as does breast cancer: Kills almost twice as many women as does breast cancer: 
some 32,000 more women every year;some 32,000 more women every year;  

•• Is responsible for 27% of  all cancer deaths;Is responsible for 27% of  all cancer deaths;  

•• Is often symptomless in its earliest stages;Is often symptomless in its earliest stages;  

•• Has an appallingly low 5Has an appallingly low 5--year survival rate of  only about year survival rate of  only about 
18%;18%;  

•• Takes more lives that breast, colorectal, and pancreatic Takes more lives that breast, colorectal, and pancreatic 
cancer combined;cancer combined;  

•• Will strike 1 out of  every 14 or 15 Americans.Will strike 1 out of  every 14 or 15 Americans.  

  

  



The Big LieThe Big Lie  

  

  

  

•• Smoking is NOT the ONLY cause of  Lung Cancer!Smoking is NOT the ONLY cause of  Lung Cancer!  

•• About 80% of  those who are diagnosed with Lung About 80% of  those who are diagnosed with Lung CCancer every ancer every 
year are former or never smokers.year are former or never smokers.  

•• 85% of  people who are current or former smokers DO NOT get 85% of  people who are current or former smokers DO NOT get 
Lung Lung CCancer!ancer!  

•• NNonon--smoking related Lung smoking related Lung CCancer as its own category is the fifth ancer as its own category is the fifth 
deadliest cancer: more than liver, leukemia, brain, or lymphoma.deadliest cancer: more than liver, leukemia, brain, or lymphoma.  

  

  

  



The Funding GapThe Funding Gap  

•• Less that 6% of  federal dollars spent on cancer Less that 6% of  federal dollars spent on cancer 

research are spent on Lung research are spent on Lung CCancer research.ancer research.  

•• Compared to the number who die each year, the US Compared to the number who die each year, the US 

federal government spends:federal government spends:  

•• $24,167 per person on breast cancer research;$24,167 per person on breast cancer research;  

•• $14,610 per person on prostate research;$14,610 per person on prostate research;  

•• $7,126 per person on colorectal research;$7,126 per person on colorectal research;  

•• And, $2,366 per person on Lung And, $2,366 per person on Lung CCancer research.ancer research.  

  

  

  



The Smoking StigmaThe Smoking Stigma  

  

  

•• Lung Cancer research funding lags behind other cancers:Lung Cancer research funding lags behind other cancers:  

•• Because Lung Because Lung CCancer is almost universally associated with ancer is almost universally associated with 

smoking;smoking;  

•• Because smokers are stigmatized as “having caused their Because smokers are stigmatized as “having caused their 

cancer;” cancer;”   

•• Because smokers tend to have less formal education, and Because smokers tend to have less formal education, and 

perhaps of  a lower socioperhaps of  a lower socio--economic class?economic class?  

•• Because money is channeled to antiBecause money is channeled to anti--smoking advertising.smoking advertising.  

  

  



Getting Our Piece of the Pie (Chart)Getting Our Piece of the Pie (Chart)  

  

•• Advocacy is the key.Advocacy is the key.  

•• We must be visible.  There are simply far too few of  us We must be visible.  There are simply far too few of  us 

who survive, and are healthy enough, to fight for an who survive, and are healthy enough, to fight for an 

end to this disease.end to this disease.  

•• We must be noisy.  Those of  us who are able have an We must be noisy.  Those of  us who are able have an 

obligation to make our voices heard.obligation to make our voices heard.  

•• We must fight.  We must fight.    

  

  



But, Laura…But, Laura…  

  

  

  

  

What Can I Do?What Can I Do?  



Start your Fight LocallyStart your Fight Locally  

  

•• Connect with one of  the many groups out there working on this issue.Connect with one of  the many groups out there working on this issue.  

•• LungForceLungForce  through the American Lung Associationthrough the American Lung Association  

•• Bonnie Bonnie AddarioAddario  Lung Cancer FoundationLung Cancer Foundation  

•• LUNGevityLUNGevity  FoundationFoundation  

•• The Lung Cancer AllianceThe Lung Cancer Alliance  

•• Or Something else!Or Something else!  

  

•• Participate in a WalkParticipate in a Walk.  .    

•• Raise money for researchRaise money for research  

•• Raise AwarenessRaise Awareness  

•• Wear the Wrist BandsWear the Wrist Bands..  

•• You have many colors to choose from.  Wear them all!You have many colors to choose from.  Wear them all!  

•• Make Sure your family, friends, and coMake Sure your family, friends, and co--workers wear them.  This fight belongs to us workers wear them.  This fight belongs to us 
all.all.  

  

  

  



Use the MediaUse the Media  

  

  

  

  

•• Connect your local newspaper and television stations.  Ask them to do feature Connect your local newspaper and television stations.  Ask them to do feature 
pieces on your story and the stories of  other survivors in your area.pieces on your story and the stories of  other survivors in your area.  

•• “Peg” your local media coverage to larger state and national stories.“Peg” your local media coverage to larger state and national stories.  

•• Contact the media regularly when you see something in the news that Contact the media regularly when you see something in the news that 
overlooks lung cancer, or misstates something about it.overlooks lung cancer, or misstates something about it.  

•• Keep hounding the media to do stories on lung cancer.Keep hounding the media to do stories on lung cancer.  

  

  

  

Lung cancer persists as No. 1 killer

See the Times Union and WMHT special report

tu+ By the time symptoms appear, it's often too late for...

tu+ The car crash saved her life

tu+ No one tells him he's to blame for his cancer

tu+ She did everything right, but still got lung cancer

Special report: Lung cancer

Menu



Take the Fight to Albany…Take the Fight to Albany…  
(Or Boston, or Juneau, or Springfield, or Topeka(Or Boston, or Juneau, or Springfield, or Topeka…)…)  

  

•• State Governments need to be made aware of  these State Governments need to be made aware of  these 

issues.issues.  

•• Contact your local state representatives about working Contact your local state representatives about working 

with you to raise awareness across your state.with you to raise awareness across your state.  

  

  

  

  



Take the Fight to DC…Take the Fight to DC…  

  

  

  

  

•• Contact your federal representatives about sponsoring new Contact your federal representatives about sponsoring new 

legislation to increase lung cancer research funding.  legislation to increase lung cancer research funding.  

CONTACT THEM EARLY, AND OFTEN!CONTACT THEM EARLY, AND OFTEN!  

•• Help make the federal government aware that lung cancer Help make the federal government aware that lung cancer 

research needs more attention.research needs more attention.  

•• Attend a national meeting through Lung Cancer Alliance to Attend a national meeting through Lung Cancer Alliance to 

help make this disease more visible.  Join other survivors.  help make this disease more visible.  Join other survivors.  

Lobby.  Be the face and the voice of  this movement.Lobby.  Be the face and the voice of  this movement.  

  



Remember…Remember…  

We are fighting for better outcomes for both for current lung We are fighting for better outcomes for both for current lung 

cancer survivors, as well as for those people who will get the cancer survivors, as well as for those people who will get the 

disease in the future.disease in the future.  

  

There are people who will help us if  we let them/ask them.There are people who will help us if  we let them/ask them.  

  

  

  

  



Lung Cancer…Lung Cancer…  

  

WE CAN CHANGE WE CAN CHANGE   

THE OUTCOMES IF THE OUTCOMES IF   

WE WORK WE WORK   

TOGETHER!!!!!TOGETHER!!!!!  

  

LET’S BEAT LET’S BEAT   

LUNG CANCER!LUNG CANCER!  

  


